
SPECTRUM FLOWLIGHT
Presenting the latest addition to the Astral Series - the Spectrum !owlight! A multicolor  
!owlight experience with all the modes you love and an epic rainbow twist. 

We love the rainbow and we love the idea of color changing lights, but there was always 
something about RGB glowstu" that wasn’t *just right* - too blinky, too red, hmm that green 
is way too saturated, ouch those colors clash a lot ... we care about these things! So we sought 
to create a multicolored !owlight that honored its original beauty, and that we would enjoy 
playing with and looking at for a long time. 

We custom made the LEDs and carefully designed the software to optimize the color palettes. 
We designed the circuitry so the light would not dim over time and would last as long as other 
!owlights - over 7hrs runtime for most modes! It was a challenge, but we think we pretty much 
nailed it. The spectrum of light in our universe is so beautiful - we are honored to share our 
vision with you.

THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT SPECTRUM
Batteries: Spectrum is a 2nd generation !owlight and can take both rechargeable NiMH 
batteries and Lithium-ions. Li-ions have an extra 20% runtime and hold most of their charge 
for over year. NiMHs are cheaper, but hold their charge for just a few weeks. We recommend 
charging NiMHs within a week of important uses like performances, parties and festivals. 

Memory feature: Like other !owlights, the spectrum light can record what mode it’s in. If you 
hold the button until it turns o" (instead of cycling through the modes to o" ), it will return to 
that mode if you hold the button for more than 1 sec. when turning it on.

Run-time:  7+ hours in modes 4-11, 3+ hours in modes 1-3 

Colors and modes: Each LED has a color-cycle that can’t be changed, but the timing of the 
cycles and the patterns they make are where the magic happens.  If you’re not in the mood for 
a full-spectrum rainbow, mode 5 (beacon) displays only shades of blue and purple. 
The spectrum light has its own version of all 11 original !owlight modes, all in superbright! 
The navigation is the same as other !owlights, but without the separate “superbright” section.

Mode      Description
1  Breathe      consistent fade: all LEDs color-cycle together
2  Bliss      contrasting fade: all LEDs color-cycle is o"set
3  Bold      organic phase-shift: LEDs color-cycle gradually goes out of sync, in#nitely
4  Beat      striking strobe: all LEDs color-cycle is o"set and strobing
5  Beacon      restricted color palette:  each LED alternately fades from blue to red and     
        resets for a spirit-like color theme
6  Bling      controlled o!set strobe: just like original !owlight mode, but spectrum
7  Beads      tight, overlapping blips: like a multi-colored beaded necklace
8  Blaze      rainbow "re! all LEDs pulse together, colors contrast
9  Bounce      alternating pulse: appears to bounce, colors stick together
10 Booyah!             complex e!ects: full-on strobing, pulsing, bouncing striking awesomeness!
11 Bounty               demo mode: cycles through each mode for 11 seconds
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Lifetime warranty: As with all Flowtoys, your spectrum !owlight comes with a lifetime  
warranty no matter where you purchased it from. If your light isn’t functioning properly and 
there are no signs of physical damage, we will replace it for free. If there is physical damage 
(crack, split, water damage) or if you wish to upgrade or change color, we will replace it for half 
price. All lights need to be sent back for replacements. Please contact returns@!owtoys.com 
for details.

More information and inspiration available at #owtoys.com
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